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BRITISH ARCHITECT PHILIP HUDSON SUES UKRAINIAN ROSHEN FOR STEALING
DESIGNS
PRESIDENT POROSHENKO IS THE OWNER

PARIS - LONDON - KIEV, 19.08.2015, 20:51 Time

USPA NEWS - British architect Philip Hudson is suing Ukrainian President Poroshenko's international manufacturer of confectionery
products for stealing designs. Roshen is the middle two syllables of his name. M. Hudson saying that Roshen stole their designs...

Philip Hudson's architect's firm filed papers suing Confectionery Corporate Roshen for $ 140,000 + costs, M. Hudson saying that
Roshen stole their designs for the company's milk processing plant in Vinnystia. "I couldn't believe it... We did a good job for them, and
they just decided not to pay us, because they feel they're bigger and stronger than us".

"It was a case of might and not right with all their good work in Vinnystia, it doesn't take a genious to work out they will have very good
connections with the courts down there. We didn't have the ressources to fight a really major company like Roshen in its home
territory".

The accusation seems to be clear : stealing his building designs and not paying in full for the completed work "Our firm designed a
building for an office, gatehouse and reworked milk-truck cleaning facility for the Roshen plant."

The meeting Philip Hudson had in Roshen Headquarters was in 2012, facing M. Vyacheslav Moskalevskiy, Petro Porochenko's right
hand in the company and owner of 9%. Petro Poroshenko was elected in May, 2014, as President of Ukraine. Philip Hudson adding
recently "No question about it, our scheme's been built... Now let's see if Roshen will actually do the right thing and pay us. To a certain
extend it's a test case for M. Porochenko and his company to see what their true standards are".

Article online:
https://www.uspa24.com/bericht-4918/british-architect-philip-hudson-sues-ukrainian-roshen-for-stealing-designs.html
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